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Gregory A. Bopp was named the Honeywell Aerospace Vice President for Health, 

Safety, Environment and Facilities (HSE&F) in June 2020. Mr. Bopp leads the 

HSE&F and Business Resilience function for over 55 Integrated Supply Chain, 

Engineering, and administrative facilities globally. The HSE&F team includes more 

than 100 professionals in 15 countries. Mr. Bopp led the Aerospace organization 

through the COVID-19 pandemic not only with particular focus on health and 

safety excellence, but also attending to environmental compliance, business 

resilience (crisis management, business continuity, disaster recovery), energy 

sustainability, and Health, Safety, and Environment (HSE) due diligence for 

Mergers & Acquisitions and transaction activity.

Mr. Bopp was instrumental in qualifying Honeywell Aerospace to win the 

Campbell Award in 2015, demonstrating management and best practices in the 

field of health, safety, and environment. Mr. Bopp spearheaded the Aerospace 

Regulatory Engagement process, partnering with regulators and non-government 

organizations (NGO) to achieve HSE excellence. Additionally, multiple Aerospace 

sites hold Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Voluntary 

Protection Programs (VPP) status or its equivalent in countries outside the U.S. 

Prior to his current role, Mr. Bopp was the Senior Director of HSE&F after serving 

as the Director of Compliance Assurance.

Before joining Honeywell Aerospace in 2008, Mr. Bopp had roles with 

Philips Electronics and the Rexam Corporation in risk management and HSE 

management. He specialized in complex chemical wastewater treatment, air 

emissions treatment technology, hazardous waste reduction, loss prevention, 

and property remediation. Mr. Bopp earned his Bachelor of Science in Chemical 

Engineering from the University of Illinois in 1989.

Mr. Bopp is a member of the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality 

(ADEQ) Business Community Roundtable, the Arizona Chamber Environmental 

Committee, ADEQ’s Voluntary Environmental Stewardship Program and the 

Arizona Environmental Strategic Alliance.


